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STELLAR JOCKEYS MARCH NEWSLETTER
Welcome back to your monthly Stellar Jockeys newsletter for March 2023.

This month we have some new footage of a recent Brigador Killers test

build.

Benjamin, Stellar Jockeys

Check Out This New BK Test Footage

This past month we ended up working on both the aiming and animation

systems for Brigador Killers. Please enjoy the usual in-depth writeup over

on Steam.

Read March's BK Dev Post

Final Call To Take Our Hardware Survey

The Stellar Jockeys 2023 Community Hardware Survey is still live and

taking responses for a few more hours. Participation in the survey is

anonymous but any information gathered will be incredibly helpful to us

as it tells us what benchmark to aim for with our games.
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Take Survey

This survey will closer later today (March 31st, 2023), after which the usual

graphs will be posted in our #survey-results channel on our Discord.

Community Spotlight: Special Edition

We put together a special, extra-long community shout-out post for the

recent Steam Spring Sale. It features over a dozen of the contributors to

#becks_best over the years, all of whom kindly gave us their permission

to feature a selection of their work. Click the button below to read.

Brigador: Community Shout-Out Edit ion

As for the past month, the usual suspects have made an appearance.

Clade Ligma Scout  drew an illustration of a Spacer Cantor...

...Top Dingus drew a comic featuring everyone's(?) favorite(??) Brigador

pilot (click to enlarge)...
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...Juntti was inspired by Pizza Tower's recent success to draw "Normano

vs. Zed"...

...and Flyingdebris committed a di�erent sort of crime against humanity.
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Did you know the #becks_best  channel opened on our Discord server all

the way back in 2018? There's a lot of stu� to browse in there.

Join Our Discord Server

Next Month

We originally intended to write about lua scripting for this month.

Hopefully we can cover it in April's newsletter instead.
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